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Life is a Wonderful Thing

By: Urja Patel

Life is a wonderful thing
There are glamorous galaxies
There are shining stars and
There are people!
I mean, where would we be if people didn’t exist?
I guess the World would’ve been a wonderful thing.
More trees, more water,
No fights over the crown.
Everything would be…normal.
People are interesting!
They are different than most mammals on Earth.
There are people and there are human beings.
Humans kill because they care and
People can care and kill at the same time.
The can smile and cry.
They can take your ear and stab it a million times and run away with your blood on their hands.
People are interesting!
They are divided yet together,
They are weird yet unique,
They are powerful yet weak,
People are interesting!
They can change but don’t want to.
They can act like a snake,
They can almost act like a human.
People are interesting!
People have the power to ruin anything they touch.
People pay for power.
People kill animals but consider animals as violent.
People are intelligent yet stupid.
Their lives matter more than anything
Yet they kill their own kind
And kill anything that threatens their own kind.
They are extraordinary!
They pray before they eat their prey
They make an animal their leader.

People make life so much better!
What are people gonna do next?
The suspense almost kills me!
Life is a wonderful thing...
Or is it?